In this paper, we study the regularizing properties of the conditional stability estimates in ill-posed problems. First, we analyze how conditional stability estimates occur, and which properties the corresponding index functions must obey. In addition, we adapt the convergence analysis for the Tikhonov regularization in Banach spaces where the difference between the approximated solution and the exact one in metric measure is taken into account. We conclude this study with a comparison of stability estimates and variational inequalities, another emerging tool in Banach space regularization.
Introduction
In the past several years, a vast number of monographs and papers were published which aimed at finding stable approximate solutions of linear and nonlinear inverse problems occurring in natural sciences, engineering, or finance. Solving these inverse problems requires, in mathematical terms, the solution of ill-posed operator equations formulated in infinite dimensional Hilbert or Banach spaces X and Y with norms · X and · Y . We distinguish the equations Ax = y, x ∈ X, y ∈ R(A) ⊂ Y,
in the case of bounded linear forward operators A : X → Y , and
in the case of nonlinear forward operators F : D(F ) ⊆ X → Y with domain D(F ). This allows us to outline in detail the best understood situation of conditional stability estimates for linear operator in Hilbert spaces in Subsection 2.1. In order to obtain certain convergence analysis, in correspondence with [15, 25] we define index functions as follows:
Definition 1 (index function). A function ψ : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is called an index function if it is continuous and increasing with lim t→0 ψ(t) = 0.
The ill-posedness of linear and nonlinear operator equations is expressed by the fact that there are no index functions ψ such that
and
respectively. This means that the inverse mapping of A and F fails to be continuous and the solution process is not stable if only noisy data y δ ∈ Y with y − y For nonlinear problems the operator F together with a bounded domain D(F ) can ensure that at least for sufficiently small δ > 0
but in any case ill-posedness means that this supremum as a function of δ > 0 fails to be an index function, because it does not tend to zero as δ → 0. Although the original problem is ill-posed, it may turn to a problem which is conditionally well-posed when restricting the solution set to some subset K which is compact in X, and we refer to Tikhonov's well-known theorem, which ensures conditional well-posedness in the sense that the inverse of the forward operator restricted to compact sets becomes continuous (cf., e.g. [3, 34] and [32, Prop. 3.19] ). In this paper, our focus is on conditional stability estimates for compact sets K = U M ∩ Q ∩ D(F ) in (4), where M > 0 is some constant and Q is an arbitrary subset of X. We agree to let D(F ) := X in case the operator F = A is linear. The set U M is defined as follows. Assumption 1. Throughout this paper let Q be an arbitrary subset of the Banach space X. Z is a dense subset of X which is defined as Z := {x ∈ X : x = Gv, v ∈ X} generated by a compact injective linear operator G : X → X. We have that Z → X by introducing the norm x Z := G −1 x X is a Banach space compactly embedded in X, and we define U M as a source set
with U M and Q defined in Assumption 1. Given a nonnegative error measure E(·, ·) the problem allows for a conditional stability estimate with an index function ϕ on K if
Then we call ϕ a conditional stability function.
The simplest form of an error measure in the Banach space setting is the error norm or its power
which is symmetric with respect to the variables x andx. Beyond that, nonsymmetric measures E like Kullback-Leibler and other divergences are under consideration, and we refer to [28] for a collection of such measures. The most prominent role as error measure in Banach space regularization (23) , plays the Bregman distance
for x ∈ D(Ω),x ∈ D B (Ω) andξ ∈ ∂Ω(x) as well as the associated error measures
As usual, we denote by ∂Ω(x) ⊆ X * the subdifferential of the convex functional Ω at a pointx belonging to the Bregman domain
Based on the paper [8] the concept of Bregman distances was used by many authors (cf., [4, 10, 13, 29, 30, 31, 32] ).
The objective in this study is as follows. We shall first highlight in Section 2 how conditional stability estimates typically arise, and with which natural properties they will own. Conditional stability estimates are problem intrinsic, and do not depend on any method of reconstruction. However, in Section 3 we show how approximate reconstructions can be obtained under the validity of a conditional stability estimate. Parameter choices are also addressed to obtain the convergence rate with respect to the conditional stability estimates. Finally, in Subsection 3.3 we discuss the relation to variational inequalities, another concept, which is important in the analysis of nonlinear ill-posed equations in Banach spaces.
Index functions in conditional stability estimates
We shall first consider the question which index functions may give rise to conditional stability estimates. To this end we recall the following known examples of such estimates. Conditional stability estimates (6) play a prominent role for inverse problems in partial differential equations (cf., e.g., [9, 21, 33] ). Then, in general, the best possible situation with the super-rate x δ M − x † X = O(δ) as δ → 0 is the Lipschitz conditional stability with ϕ(t) = t, and we refer to [20] for some examples. On the other hand, inverse problems possessing Hölder conditional stability with ϕ(t) = t κ for 0 < κ < 1 can, for example, be found in the papers [7] and [19] . They yield for Hölder error rates
These rates are higher than any logarithmic error rate
as δ → 0 which occurs under logarithmic type conditional stability with ϕ(t) = 1 | log δ| µ for µ > 0, and we refer to examples in [23, 36] . We see that the index functions ϕ which appear in the stability estimates in the above examples are all concave index function, and this is not by chance.
Conditional stability in Hilbert space
Conditional stability estimates are best understood for linear ill-posed problems in Hilbert spaces, with a linear operator F := A, and we recall some of the basic results from there. We first notice that in Hilbert spaces the set K = U M ⊂ X is compact if the operator G is compact. Thus the operator A| K has a bounded inverse, and the problem is conditionally well-posed. In this case the modulus of continuity provides us with
It is immediate that this modulus of continuity gives rise to a stability estimate of the form
Furthermore, for any index function ψ satisfying
Thus there is a tight connection between modulus of continuity and conditional stability estimates. The basic properties of moduli ω U M (see formula (10)) can be found with corresponding proofs in the papers [5, 16, 18, 33] taking into account that the set U M is convex and centrally symmetric which implies that
We have selected some properties as assertions in the following lemma taking into account Assumption 1.
Lemma 1.
a) The moduli ω U M (δ), δ > 0, is an index function satisfying the equation
and the inequality
for some index function η, then we have with
is an index function and
Corollary 1. For F = A and Q = X the function ϕ := ω U1 acts as a conditional stability function in a conditional stability estimate (6) with
Proof. To show this we start with formula (11). However, immediately from item a) of Lemma 1 we obtain
which completes the proof.
Example 1.
Here we consider a typical linear ill-posed problems, namely the numerical differentiation, where the following integral equation is presented
Standard calculus (cf. [1] or [24, Lemma 3.3] ) shows that there exist the conditional stability estimate for
and recursively for f 1 , f 2 ∈ H 2 (0, 1)
Such estimates fit Assumption 1 with different operators G. For instance, under appropriate boundary conditions Z = H 1 (0, 1) in (13) fulfills Assumption 1 with (14) fulfills the same assumption with G 2 = A * A respectively.
By setting U (i)
M := {x ∈ X : x = G i v, v ∈ X, v X ≤ M }, for i = 1 and i = 2, one then implements item b) in Lemma 1 directly to obtain the bounds
for the modulus of continuity, which yield for the well-known convergence rates that the conditional stability estimates have provided in the references [12, 24, 35] .
Example 2. We continue with the discussion of conditional stability estimates for linear ill-posed problems in Hilbert spaces, and we give a connection to interpolation in variable Hilbert scales, a tool which was successfully employed in the analysis of inverse problems during the last decade, see [26] . Suppose that the space Z = R(G) introduced in Assumption 1 is given through the compact, positive, self-adjoint and injective linear operator G. Then by setting ϕ 1 (t) := t the space Z = X ϕ1 can be seen as a Hilbert space in the Hilbert scale generated by the operator G, where the scalar product is given by
In order to use interpolation we need to link the operator G to the linear operator A governing the equation (1) in the following form: there exists an index function ψ for which
We now endow the space X with a new inner product, given as
We let X 1/ψ ⊃ X be the completion of X with respect to the norm resulting from this inner product. In this case we may use interpolation between the spaces Z = X ϕ1 ⊂ X ⊂ X 1/ψ . Thus, if the function
is concave then
We may further estimate
such that we obtain the estimate
If the linking index function ψ in (15) is of power type then the concavity assumption (16) is always fulfilled and (17) represents a conditional stability estimate with the conditional stability function (ϕ 1 ψ) −1 . Thus, often interpolation can be used to derive conditional stability estimates.
The highest smoothness given in terms of index functions ϕ for which the function t → ϕ(t)/t is non-increasing (cf. item a) in Lemma 1) will be given as ϕ(t) = t (or a multiple of this). The next proposition shows the case ϕ(t) = t can only hold under additional conditions concerning the interplay of A and G. Proposition 1. For F = A, Q = X, E(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 − x 2 X and M > 0 the conditional stability estimate (6) with ϕ(t) = t is equivalent to the range inclusion
In other words, the inverse of A| R(G) with restricted domain A −1 : R(AG) ⊂ Y → X is a bounded linear operator if and only if (18) holds.
Proof. Under the assumptions stated above a conditional stability estimate (6) with ϕ(t) = t is equivalent to
for all v ∈ X satisfying v X ≤ M and some constantC(M ) > 0. By [6, Proposition 2.1] this is equivalent to (18) .
As a consequence, in the linear Hilbert space setting a conditional stability function ϕ(t) = t holds true and hence a super-rate O(δ) as δ → 0 for the resolution error occurs on one hand if X is a finite dimensional space implying R(A) = R(A) which excludes ill-posed problems. On the other hand, the range inclusion (18) can be valid in the case dim(X) = ∞ if either A * A and G are both compact but have sufficiently distinguished eigensystems. The case ϕ(t) = t can never take place if A is compact with non-closed range and attains the form G = η(A * A) with some index function η as mentioned in item b) of Lemma 1. Otherwise the estimate (19) would denote that the ordered singular values σ n of A satisfy the inequality
which yields for a contradiction because of σ n → 0 as n → ∞.
General result in Banach space
We finally present some Banach space result which points at limitations in the general context. Proposition 2. Given M > 0 and y 0 , h ∈ Y with h = 0, let the range
of the restricted forward operator F contain the segment I := {y ∈ Y : y = y 0 + th, 0 < t < 1}.
Then a conditional stability estimate (6) for E(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 − x 2 X cannot hold whenever the index function ϕ satisfies the limit condition lim Proof. From (6) it follows that F is injective on the domain of interest. Then the estimate (6) can be rewritten for y, y + τ h ∈ I as
Supposed that lim 
for all y ∈ I, which implies that the mapping t ∈ (0, 1) → F −1 (y 0 + th) ∈ X is Fréchet differentiable with the zero operator as Fréchet derivative for all t ∈ (0, 1). Then we would have F −1 (y 0 +th) be a constant for all 0 < t < 1 from the mean value theorem and hence there would be two different elementsỹ,ŷ ∈ I such thatx =
. This provides us with a contradiction, because F (x) cannot attain two different valuesỹ andŷ.
Since the ranges of ellipsoids U M with respect to linear operators A always contain non-trivial segments, Proposition 2 yields for the following consequence in the case of linear problems.
Corollary 2. Given M > 0 and Q = X. Then a conditional stability estimate (6) for E(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 − x 2 X cannot hold whenever the index function ϕ satisfies the limit condition lim 
Convergence rates under conditional stability estimates
Stability estimates may give rise to error bounds when using regularization techniques. Since the nice geometric restrictions for the index functions ϕ which occur for conditional stability estimates in Hilbert spaces are not known to hold in the general Banach space setting, we shall require that the corresponding conditional stability functions obey a ∆ 2 -condition (cf. [25] ).
Definition 3 (∆ 2 -condition).
We say that an index function ϕ obeys a ∆ 2 -condition if there is a constant 0 < B(2) < ∞ for which
The well-known assertions of the following lemma can be seen by iterating condition (20) and by a detailed inspection of concave functions and moduli (cf. [18, Theorem 2.1]).
Lemma 2.
If an index function ϕ obeys a ∆ 2 -condition, then there are constants 0 < B(K) < ∞ for all K > 0 such that
For concave index functions ϕ and for the moduli ϕ := cω S , c > 0, where S is a convex and centrally symmetric subset S of X andω S is defined as
a ∆ 2 -condition is satisfied and we have (21) with B(K) = max(K, 1).
The method of quasi-solutions
We note that (6) in the case E(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 −x 2 X implies the injectivity of the mapping F on the domain U M ∩ Q ∩ D(F ). Then the inverse F −1 restricted to those domains exists and is continuous. Thus, in principle regularization is not necessary if a conditional stability estimate has been established. Instead the problem reduces to a constrained optimization problem, resulting in the so-called method of quasi-solutions (cf., e.g., [22] ). Proposition 3. Suppose that the problem allows for a conditional stability estimate as in Definition 2 for the error measure E(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 − x 2 X and for an index function ϕ satisfying (20) . Let x † ∈ U M ∩ Q ∩ D(F ) solve the equation (2), i.e. F (x † ) = y, and let there exists a minimizer x δ M of the extremal problem
for all data y δ ∈ Y that fulfill (5). Then we have a convergence rate
Proof. The proof follows after the triangle inequality and the fact that
The inequality together with (6) yields
and proves the proposition.
Tikhonov regularization under conditional stability estimates
Next, the regularization schemes are considered to find an approximate solution to (2) based on the noisy data (5). We will enlighten this by choosing the Tikhonov regularization (cf., e.g., [14, 19, 34] ) of ill-posed nonlinear operator equations (2) in Banach spaces by exploiting convex and stabilizing penalty functionals Ω. Taking into account the noise model (5) the regularized solutions x δ α ∈ D(F ) are then assumed to be minimizers of
with some positive exponent 1 < p < ∞. This variety of variational regularization is sometimes called metric regularization (cf., e.g., [11] ).
Throughout this section let us hold the following assumptions:
Assumption 2. (e) Ω is assumed to be a stabilizing functional in the sense that the sublevel sets M Ω (c) := {x ∈ X : Ω(x) ≤ c} are sequentially pre-compact with respect to the weak topology τ X in X for all c ≥ 0.
The goal of this section is to analyze conditions for convergence rates
with some index function ϕ under adapted a priori parameter choices α = α(δ) or a posteriori parameter choices α = α(y δ , δ).
Definition 4 (Ω-minimizing solution)
. We say that x † ∈ D(F ) solving the nonlinear operator equation (2), i.e. F (x † ) = y, is an Ω-minimizing solution to (2) if
It is well-known that on one hand Ω-minimizing solutions exist under Assumption 2 whenever (2) has a solution which belongs to D(F ) ∩ D(Ω), and on the other hand that minimizers x δ α to the extremal problems (23) exist for all data y δ ∈ Y and regularization parameters α > 0 and are stable with respect to perturbations in the data for a fixed α (cf. [14] ).
an Ω-minimizing solution to the nonlinear operator equation (2) in Banach spaces. Moreover, let under Assumptions 1 and 2 a conditional stability estimate (6) be valid for a nonnegative error measure E and for some index function ϕ which obeys (20) . If the regularized solution x δ α(δ) minimizes (23), then we have the convergence rate
when the a priori parameter choice
is used and the additional condition
Ω(x) (27) linking Ω and Z is satisfied.
as a consequence of (27) . Since x δ α(δ) ∈ D(F ) is a minimizer of (23) we obtain for the parameter choice (26)
Hence,
. By recalling that the additional link condition (27) (6) it gives the error estimate
From (20) we have ϕ((K 1 + 1) δ) ≤ B(K 1 + 1)ϕ(δ) and consequently obtain the desired result (25) which proves the theorem.
Example 3. Theorem 1 obviously applies to the penalty functional
with a strictly increasing nonnegative function χ, which is an extension of the penalty setting in the paper [9] . For example, the frequently used variant χ(t) = t q , 1 ≤ q < ∞ is of such type. Then Ω is a convex functional and stabilizing because the sublevel sets M Ω (c) are weakly sequentially pre-compact subsets of X whenever X is a reflexive Banach space, i.e., τ X can be associated with the weak convergence in X. If X is non-reflexive but possesses a separable predual Banach space, then M Ω (c) is at least weak*-sequentially pre-compact in X, i.e, * defines the toplogy τ X in that case. On the other hand we have
Ω(x).
Theorem 1 establishes an error bound of the order O(ϕ(δ)) with an a priori parameter choice α δ p . This is an unusual parameter choice, however its importance was first unrevealed in [9] . One may ask whether some of the classical a posteriori parameter choices α = α(y δ , δ) may be applied and yields convergence rates. We exemplify this at the discrepancy principle, precisely we consider the modified version α discr = α discr (y δ , δ) > 0 :
of the discrepancy principle for prescribed constants 1 ≤ c 1 ≤ c 2 < ∞, where we assume that for all 0 < δ ≤ δ regularization parameters α discr satisfying (29) exist.
Theorem 2.
Under the notation and other assumptions of Theorem 1, let now α discr = α discr (y δ , δ) according to (29) define the choice of the regularization parameter. Then we have the same convergence rate
Proof. Using the property of x δ α discr (y δ ,δ) as a minimizer of the corresponding Tikhonov functional we obtain
and hence with the left-hand inequality of (29) Ω(x δ α discr (y δ ,δ) ) ≤ Ω(x † ). Taking into account the proof of Theorem 1 it is evident that the situation is simpler if all regularized solutions under consideration together with x † belong to the sublevel set M Ω (x † ). Then it is enough to show F (x δ α discr (y δ ,δ) ) − y δ Y ≤ K 1 δ in order to derive the convergence rate (30) . This, however, follows with K 2 = c 2 from the right-hand inequality of (29) , which proves the theorem. We refer to [2] and references therein for more details concerning the princifor the same purpose in the case (32) under the Tikhonov regularization framework (23) .
